In the article by Lees et al (Lees KR, Khatri P; STAIR IX Collaborators. Stroke Treatment Academic Industry Roundtable recommendations for individual data pooling analyses in stroke. *Stroke*. 2016;47:2154–2159. DOI: 10.1161/STROKEAHA.116.012966.), which published online on July 12, 2016, and appeared in the August 2016 issue of the journal, a correction was needed.

On page 2154, in the Key Words section, “clinical trial ◼ meta-analysis as topic ◼ neuroaxonal dystrophies ◼ randomized controlled trial ◼ stroke,” has been changed to read “clinical trial ◼ meta-analysis as topic ◼ randomized controlled trial ◼ stroke.”

This correction has been made to the online and print version of the article, which is available at http://stroke.ahajournals.org/content/47/8/2154.
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